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How to read your astrocartography map 

 
 
Your sun is your core being and where you shine, moon emotional ties, mercury 
communication feels easy, venus can feel deeply connected and love, mars lots of 
drive and anchored energy, Jupiter brings rewards and luck.  Saturn can bring 
limitations, karmic ties and sometimes breakthroughs.   
 
If you’re not sure what the symbols are look at the astrology legend on the previous 
page. 
 
An empowered line (meaning your sun, moon, mercury, venus, mars or Jupiter) from 
a country or city where you have meridian circles or triangles will also bring good 
energy into your life and home, for example you might have lots of energy around 
Africa. Decorating your home with an African theme or pictures or taking up Djembe 
will bring you good energy! This is called ‘remote activation’ which, the late Jim Lewis 
an astrologer, entrepreneur, lecturer, teacher and writer pioneered. 
 
Saturn (which looks like a sickle) can bring challenges to move through - it generally 
isn’t a place we end up living, or if we do can feel karmic ties there.  Planets in a 
circle have the strongest energy for places to live and travel, or you can design your 
home or bring artifacts with that theme.  
 
Look for your sun (triangle or circle), where the lines travels through, this will have a 
big impact on your life.  Barack Obama for example has a strong sun line running 
through Washington DC. 
 
JP Morgan, America’s first billionaire, said: “Millionaires don’t use astrology, 
billionaires do.” 
 
Donald Reagan, formerly Ronald Reagan’s Chief of Staff said: “It’s common 
knowledge that a large percentage of Wall Street brokers use astrology.” 
 
Physicist Albert Einstein said: “Astrology is a science in itself and contains an 
illuminating body of knowledge. It taught me many things and I am greatly indebted 
to it.”  
 
Hippocrates, the Father of Medicine said: “A physician without the knowledge of 
astrology has no right to call himself a physician.” 
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Aries Taurus Gemini

Cancer Leo Virgo

Libra Scorpio Sagittarius

Capricorn Aquarius Pisces

A B C

D E F

G H I

J K L

Conjunctions Oppositions Trines

Squares Semi-Sextiles Sextiles

Inconjuncts Semi-Squares Sesquiquadrates

Quintiles Septiles Noviles

Quindeciles Parallels Contra-Parallels

Q R S

T U V

W X Y

Z [ \

] ^ _

Sun` Moona Mercuryb

Venusc Marsd Jupitere

Saturnf Uranusg Neptuneh

Plutoi Chironl Pallasm

Junon Cereso Vestap

North Nodej South Nodek Ascendantq

Midheavenr Descendantv Nadiru

Part of Fortunes Lilithä Erisã

Pholuså Nessusç Isisâ

Vertexà

Astrology Legend 
 


